
Genius 2501 

Chapter 2501 2506-Taming! 

One had to admit that this Qiong Qi was indeed very powerful. 

His aura alone was comparable to that of a ninth-tier immortal God. He was much stronger than Bai 

Zhou. 

Qiong Qi was very powerful. Of course, it had not attacked yet, so no one knew how powerful it was. 

But one thing was for sure, they were extremely powerful. 

"Haha, Qiong Qi, kill, kill that brat!" 

Bai Zhou laughed out loud as if he could already see ye chen being torn to pieces by Qiong Qi. 

What a joke. Ye chen was merely a first-level immortal God trash while Qiongqi's combat strength was 

almost equivalent to a ninth-level immortal God. It was the strongest among their group. 

With such combat strength, it was easy to deal with a first-level immortal God. 

No matter how heaven-defying or freakish ye Chen's combat strength was, it could not possibly exceed 

the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

To fight across almost one major realm was an impossible thing. In the history of the immortal God 

World, this had never happened. 

Therefore, everyone thought that ye chen was dead for sure. 

Against Qiong Qi, Ye chen would die without a doubt. 

"Qiong Qi, go on, tear him apart!" 

Bai Zhou shouted in excitement. 

"This time, that brat called ye chen is dead for sure." 

"There's no doubt about it. He'll definitely die when he's up against a terrifying enemy like Qiongqi!" 

"I wonder how many seconds he can last?" 

"Who knows? his combat power should be about the same as Bai Zhou 'S. He should be able to last a 

few seconds." 

"I can't wait to see this kid being torn to pieces. Haha." 

"Don't worry, you'll be able to see it later. " 

The crowd burst into a discussion. Many people were extremely excited as if ye chen would be torn to 

pieces by Qiong Qi in the next moment. 

"Qiongqi, go, quickly go!" 

Bai Zhou shouted in excitement. 
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However, at this moment. 

A sudden change occurred. 

The ferocious Qiongqi seemed to have shriveled after seeing ye chen. Its majestic appearance 

immediately lowered its head and lay on the ground like a dog. 

Then, everyone saw Qiong Qi crawl over step by step. It trembled under ye Chen's feet. 

That's right, he was trembling. 

Everyone present could clearly see that Qiongqi was indeed trembling. 

His entire body trembled as if ye chen was a devil incarnate. 

This ... 

This ... 

Everyone's mouth was wide open, and they couldn't believe what they were seeing. 

What was happening? 

What had happened? 

They couldn't imagine what had just happened. They couldn't imagine that Qiong Qi, who had a combat 

strength equivalent to the ninth-tier of the immortal God Realm, would lie on the ground like a dead 

dog. 

"What's going on, what's going on? Qiongqi, Qiongqi, get up, get up, what are you doing?" 

Bai Zhou shouted. 

He did not understand what was going on and could only order Qiongqi to get up. 

However, Qiongqi ignored his orders and continued to lie on the ground like a dog. 

"Qiongqi, get up, get up!" 

Bai Zhou was still shouting. 

"Alright, stop shouting. Your divine beast has completely submitted to me. I've taken him in on account 

of his potential. As for you guys, you can get lost." 

Ye chen said indifferently. 

As ye chen spoke, Qiongqi, who was at his feet, kept nodding, indicating that it was true. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

The space fell silent again. 



Everyone's eyes were wide open. They thought they were dreaming and couldn't believe what had 

happened. 

What had happened? 

Why would this Qiong Qi submit to ye chen out of the blue? 

Everyone was puzzled. 

"Impossible, this is absolutely impossible. Qiongqi, get your ass back here!" 

Bai Zhou shouted in shock. 

But this time, Qiongqi didn't go back. Instead, it bared its teeth and showed a fierce look. It seemed to 

be very dissatisfied with Bai Zhou. 

It was quiet. 

The space was silent again. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

They did not know why Qiongqi had become like this. Wasn't Qiongqi Bai Zhou's divine beast and 

listened to Bai Zhou's orders? now, it had become ye Chen's divine beast. 

What happened in between? 

No one could imagine it. 

"En, that's right. Seeing that you're quite obedient, you can enter my storage ring." 

Ye chen waved his hand and Qiong Qi disappeared into his storage ring. 

Upon seeing this, everyone was dumbfounded again. The storage ring could only be entered with the 

consent of the living creature. If Qiong Qi could enter, it meant that Qiong Qi had truly submitted to ye 

chen. 

This ... 

Everyone present was dumbfounded. 

What method had ye chen used to subdue Qiong Qi? 

Why couldn't they tell? 

"No, no, no, this is impossible, this is impossible!!!!" 

Bai Zhou was the most devastated. 

Bai Zhou screamed. He couldn't believe what he was seeing was real. His face was filled with disbelief. 

That was impossible! 

How could this be possible? 



How could ye chen, a first-level immortal God trash, subdue Qiongqi? Qiong Qi's strength was clearly at 

the ninth-stage immortal God Realm. 

If Qiongqi had been subdued by ye chen, did that not mean that ye Chen's combat power was far above 

Qiongqi 's? 

This, how was this possible? 

In reality, it was because of the bug tribe Queen Mother. 

Ye chen was the only one who knew that he had released a trace of the bug clan's Queen Mother's 

energy, so Qiongqi had submitted. 

It was that simple. 

The bug race queen Mother was a strange life form that was born from the heavens and earth. Her 

combat strength was extremely powerful, and she was able to produce an endless number of terrifying 

bug race soldiers. 

Just a wisp of aura from such an existence was enough to make Qiongqi submit completely. 

The bug clan Queen Mother, how powerful was that? 

Under normal circumstances, the bug tribe Queen Mother already had the combat strength of a true 

God. Moreover, every bug tribe soldier under her command had the combat strength of a true God. 

What a terrifying existence this was. 

Even though Qiong Qi was strong, that was only to weak creatures. Compared to the Queen Mother, it 

was nothing. 

"Impossible, this is impossible, this is impossible!" 

Bai Zhou was still in shock. He kept shouting. 

He could not understand why Qiong Qi, whose strength was comparable to a top ninth-tier immortal 

God, would submit to ye chen. 

Ye chen was clearly only a first-level immortal God trash. 

Perhaps he was extremely powerful, but his current strength was far from Qiong Qi 's. 

Why did he just submit? 

"Nothing is impossible. I've said this many times, but no one believes me." 

Ye chen was speechless. 

In reality, given his abilities, it was not impossible for him to forcefully tame Qiongqi. 

Chapter 2502 2507-Killing Everyone! 

Ye chen estimated that as long as one had the strength of a relatively strong ninth-level immortal God, 

they would be able to tame Qiongqi by force. 
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Ye Chen's current strength was enough to easily defeat an ordinary ninth-level immortal God. He should 

be considered relatively strong among the ninth-level immortal gods. 

Of course, he was still not a match for a very powerful ninth-level immortal God. 

Even so, with ye Chen's current strength, it was not impossible to tame Qiong Qi by force. 

Moreover, ye chen still had the mechanical bug tribe warriors produced by the bug tribe Queen Mother. 

With the combined strength of the bug soldiers, taming Qiongqi was a piece of cake. 

"Damn it, damn it!" 

"Kill him!" Bai Zhou roared,"kill him! Everyone, let's kill him together!" 

He knew that he could not do anything to ye chen alone, so he could only let everyone attack together. 

Only then could they kill ye chen. 

"Kill, kill him!" 

"Although I don't know what kind of tricks he used to tame Qiongqi, he's definitely going to die with so 

many of us working together!" 

"That's right, kill him, go!" 

"Everyone, attack!" 

The bald man in the lead, who was also a peak eighth-level immortal God powerhouse, roared. He held 

a divine artifact battle sword in his hand and with a boom, his entire body burst out and charged toward 

ye chen. 

The others were not idle either. They used their own methods and burst out with all kinds of attacks 

toward ye chen. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

All sorts of attacks were launched ferociously. The power of each attack was not weaker than that of a 

seventh-level immortal God expert. In fact, none of these people had a cultivation base lower than the 

seventh-level immortal God Realm. 

How powerful would they be if they joined hands? 

Only a ninth-level immortal God expert could withstand the joint attack of so many people present. 

"Break!" 

Ye chen roared. A divine sword appeared above his head. It was dazzling and colorful. It was the Taia 

sword. 

Shua! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 



The endless sword Qi formed a storm of sword Qi, which swept forward madly. The violent power 

seemed to tear the space into pieces. 

At the moment of contact, everyone's attacks were instantly crushed by the sword Qi storm. 

"Kill!" 

"Kill him!" 

"Again!" 

The crowd roared again. Although they were shocked that ye chen could block their joint attack, they 

did not stop their attacks. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

BOOM! 

Another wave of terrifying attacks had arrived. 

Endless blade lights and sword shadows, countless lightning bolts, flames, waves, all kinds of attacks, 

and all kinds of illusionary weapons ... 

All kinds of attacks were launched. 

In the face of these attacks, unless one was a ninth-stage immortal God expert, there was no way they 

could resist. 

An ordinary eighth-level immortal God would be frightened just by seeing such an attack, let alone 

resisting it. 

However, ye chen was not at the eighth or ninth level of the immortal God Realm. 

He was merely a first-stage immortal God. 

However, his combat strength was stronger than a ninth-level immortal God. 

"Divine sword's third slash, third slash!" 

Ye chen waved his hand and the Tai 'a sword above his head suddenly burst with an extremely terrifying 

energy. 

BOOM! 

The Tai 'a sword condensed a black sword Qi, which seemed to want to dye the sky Black. 

Shua! 

The black sword Qi suddenly tore open the space and appeared in front of the attacks in the next 

moment. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom! 



After a series of earth-shaking rumbles, a violent force swept over, causing everyone's bodies to shake 

violently and they couldn't help but retreat. 

"What?" 

"Impossible! This is absolutely impossible!" 

"How is that possible?" 

"How is this possible? How is this possible?" 

"No, that's impossible!" 

Everyone was extremely shocked. They were almost scared to death by ye chen. 

Are you kidding me? 

Their joint attack, the combined attack of so many people, so many experts, was actually blocked by ye 

chen alone? Moreover, it was destroyed in one strike. 

This didn't make sense. 

Ye chen was merely a first-level immortal God trash, a low-level trash. How could he be so strong? 

They could not believe their eyes. 

"How many times have I told you? nothing is impossible. At least, nothing is impossible for me." 

Ye chen sneered. 

"Impossible, this is impossible!" 

"You're just a first-stage immortal God trash. How can you be so strong?" 

"This is unreasonable!" 

No one believed it. 

None of them were weaker than a seventh-level immortal God. Moreover, their leader, a peak eighth-

level immortal God expert, had made a move. 

With so many experts taking action, could they really not do anything to a mere ye chen? 

They didn't believe it! 

"Since that's the case, then I'll make you give up." 

Ye chen launched another attack. 

This time, his attack was twice as ferocious as before. 

This was his full strength. 

BOOM! 



A beam of black sword Qi shot out from the Tai 'a sword. It pierced through time and space, tearing 

apart space. In the next second, all the attacks were destroyed. 

The sword Qi flashed hundreds of thousands of times in an instant. Then, everyone's pupils shrank, 

because they saw that the sword Qi had already passed through their bodies. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah! 

Screams were heard one after another. In an instant, countless people had their bodies pierced. 

They let out shrill screams as their bodies exploded and they died on the spot. 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed. Since these people had come to kill him, he would not hold back or let them 

go. 

"Impossible, this is impossible!" 

"How can you be this strong?" 

The crowd was almost scared silly. 

Ye chen, who was only at the first level of the immortal God Realm, had easily defeated the joint attack 

of so many experts and even killed their people. 

How was that possible? 

"Devil, you're a devil!" 

Someone shouted. 

The devil. 

If this wasn't a demon, what was it? 

"As a first-level immortal God, he has a combat strength that is even more exaggerated than a ninth-

level immortal God. What kind of devil and freak is he?" 

It couldn't even be described as a monster, because there had never been such an abnormal existence in 

history. 

Who could erupt with the combat strength of a ninth-level immortal God with a cultivation base of the 

first-level immortal God Realm? 

Or even stronger than a ninth-level immortal God? 

Who could do that? 

In the history of the immortal God World, no one had been able to do so. 

Ye chen was too abnormal. 

He was simply a peerless monster. 

"It's good that you know. Then you can die in peace. " 



Ye chen waved his hand again and another round of black sword Qi swept out. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah! 

Shrill screams reverberated in the space. At this moment, another large group of people died, not even 

leaving behind their souls. 

Chapter 2503 2508-Tyrannical Figure! 

These people were also experts among experts. The weakest of them was at the seventh-stage immortal 

God Realm, and there were even a few eighth-stage immortal God Realm experts. 

However, in front of ye chen, they were slaughtered like pigs and dogs. 

"Ah, ah, ye chen, I won't let you go. I won't let you go even if I become a ghost!" 

"Ah, ye chen, I'll kill, kill you, kill you!" 

"Kill, kill, kill!" 

"I don't believe that a first-stage immortal God like him can resist so many of our experts." 

"Kill!" 

The crowd let out a series of roars. All kinds of attacks were launched again, but their attacks were easily 

blocked by ye chen. 

Ye Chen's Tai 'a sword burst out with black sword Qi and swept out, reaping their lives. 

Ye chen was now like the god of death, mercilessly harvesting the lives of everyone. 

In fact, they were here to kill ye chen. Otherwise, ye chen would not have been so vicious. 

Since he wanted to kill, he had to be prepared to be killed. 

Ye chen would not show any mercy. 

"Devil, you're a devil, you devil!" 

"Devil!" 

"You're a devil!" 

They finally panicked when they saw ye chen continuously blocking and reaping the lives of the people. 

For the first time, they realized that they were so fragile in front of a first-level immortal God. 

Finally, someone turned into a beam of light and wanted to escape. 

What a joke, if the battle continued, that would be courting death. 

Ye Chen's combat strength was too strong. It was outrageous and had completely surpassed them. 

If the battle continued, that would be courting death! 

That was why they wanted to escape. 
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No one would want to court death. 

"You want to run?" 

Ye chen would not let them go so easily. The Tai 'a sword above his head released waves of black sword 

energy again. Ye Chen's celestial energy seemed to be endless. Every time he released an attack, the 

next round of attack was ready. 

His attacks seemed to be endless. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah! 

Screams came from the distance. Those who wanted to escape were killed by ye chen one by one. 

In front of ye chen, their lives seemed so small and fragile. 

These experts above the seventh level of the immortal God Realm, and even the top experts at the 

eighth level of the immortal God Realm, were like ants in front of ye chen. 

Ye chen was that powerful now. 

"No, no, no, spare me, spare me!" 

Finally, someone was scared. He shouted and began to beg for mercy. 

"Spare my life, please spare my life. Master ye chen, please be magnanimous and spare our lives." 

Someone shouted. 

"Yes, yes, we surrender, we surrender." 

Everyone shouted. 

Ye Chen's lips curled into a cold smile. They had finally surrendered. 

He was still worried that the other party would rather die than surrender. 

However, this was normal. After all, the other party was only working for Wei Qing. Now that their lives 

were in danger, how could they still care about Wei Qing's orders? naturally, they would surrender. 

Even a fool could see that they had no hope of killing ye chen. Ye Chen's combat strength was too 

powerful. 

Therefore, they could only surrender. 

"Very well, since you want to surrender, I won't kill the innocent. I'll fulfill your wish. You, leave all your 

wealth and get lost." 

Ye chen said indifferently. 

What? 

The crowd was in an uproar again. 

As long as he left his wealth behind, he could leave? 



Was there such a good thing in the world? 

The crowd was extremely excited. They had come to kill ye chen this time. Logically speaking, it was 

normal for ye chen to kill them. 

But now, as long as they left their wealth behind, they would be able to leave safely. 

Why not? 

"Alright, alright, alright, I'll leave all my wealth behind!" 

"This is all my wealth. There are immortal stones inside!" 

"This is our wealth." 

"Please have a look, Lord ye chen." 

Immediately, a few of them waved their hands and storage rings turned into streams of light and flew 

toward ye chen. 

Ye chen caught these streams of light and probed them with his immortal consciousness. Immediately, 

ye Chen's face revealed joy. As expected, they were all immortal stones! 

They were all immortal stones! 

There were at least hundreds of billions of immortal stones in these storage rings! 

Ye chen was overjoyed. 

"There's still yours? Hurry up and hand it over!" 

Ye Chen's eyes swept across the room as he ordered. 

The remaining few people did not dare to delay and quickly threw their storage rings to ye chen. 

Ye chen revealed a satisfied expression and nodded slightly. 

"Master ye chen, can we leave now?" 

"That's right, master ye chen. Can we go now?" 

The crowd exclaimed. 

"It's done. " 

Ye chen waved his hand, too lazy to care about them. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

They immediately fled into the distance. 

Of course, ye chen did not bother with them. For ye chen, the more people Wei Qing called over, the 

better. 

This was because he was basically giving him money. 



Just the storage rings given by the eighth and seventh-level immortal gods alone contained hundreds of 

billions or even trillions of immortal stones. 

The harvest this time was really too great. 

Ye chen was naturally ecstatic. 

He could once again produce bug soldiers. 

The more people Wei Qing called, the better. The more people he called, the more they would not be 

able to kill ye chen and would instead give him money. 

Therefore, ye chen hoped that Wei Qing would not stop his revenge. 

"Bug clan Queen!" 

Ye chen called out. 

"My Lord," 

The Queen Mother said. 

"I want to breed another ten eighth-stage immortal God-level machine-type bug soldiers." 

Ye chen said. 

…… 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

A few figures were rapidly flying into the distance. 

These people were the eighth-level immortal God powerhouses that ye chen had released. 

At this moment, they had terrified expressions on their faces. 

"What should we do? what should we do? we didn't complete the mission Milord gave us. We'll be 

finished if we go back." 

One of them said. 

"That's right. Not only did we fail to kill ye chen, but we also lost all our wealth. " 

Someone said. 

"How about this, we'll look for Milord and have him personally take action, how about it?" 

Someone suggested. 

Everyone's eyes lit up. 

Yeah. 

His Excellency's strength could be said to be the second strongest in sacred fire City, second only to the 

city Lord of sacred fire City. 



Such an expert was already infinitely close to a true God. 

An ordinary ninth-stage immortal God expert wouldn't even be able to withstand a single move from 

Daren and would be killed. 

This was the terror of Daren's strength. 

"Let's go, let's go, let's go get the Lord!" 

Everyone's eyes lit up, and they all transformed into streams of light, increasing their speed by a few 

notches. 

Soon, they flew to the top of a large mountain. 

A few figures were sitting on the mountain. 

The auras of these figures were especially terrifying, as deep as the ocean. 

Chapter 2504 Lord Qiu! 

The auras of these figures were all particularly tyrannical. 

Even the weakest among them had an aura as heavy as a mountain. Their cultivation had probably 

reached the ninth-stage immortal God Realm. 

The weakest of these figures was at the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

That's right, the weakest was at the ninth-stage immortal God Realm. 

In other words, these were super experts at the ninth-stage immortal God Realm. 

They sat on the mountain top with their eyes closed, as if they were meditating on something. 

At this moment, a figure shot over from the distance. It was the people who had been repelled by ye 

chen. 

"Lord Qiu!" 

"Lord Qiu!" 

"Lord Qiu, please help!" 

"Our people went to carry out a mission, but the enemy was too strong. We were no match for them at 

all, and many people died. Lord Qiu, please take care of the enemy!" 

"Yes, the enemy is too powerful. We need master Qiu to take action." 

Everyone quickly said. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

After a long while ... 
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BOOM! 

One of the figures exploded with an aura that was as deep as the ocean and as deep as the abyss. It was 

so powerful that it even formed a pillar of air that shot into the clouds and broke through the sky. 

He opened his eyes and looked at the few people in front of him. After being stared at by Lord Qiu, they 

were like ants and could not help but tremble. 

"Are you guys here to beg me?" 

Lord Qiu coldly said. 

He wasn't a small character, and not everyone had the right to ask him to help. 

He was the second most powerful man in the Holy Fire City, second only to the city Lord. 

The second most powerful man in sacred fire City! 

One sacred fire City had countless people and experts. This was the immortal God World. 

Those who could dominate a city were usually at the ninth-stage immortal God Realm or even the true 

God Realm. 

Without a doubt, Lord Qiu was a ninth-stage immortal God and was extremely close to a real God. He 

could even be said to be a real God. 

It was even rumored that Lord Qiu was once chased by a real God, and that real God could not kill Lord 

Qiu. 

This was Lord Qiu's strength. 

It was extremely powerful. 

"The enemy is too strong. Lord Qiu, only you can get rid of him." 

Someone shouted. 

"You're noisy. " 

At this moment, a young man next to Lord Qiu looked impatient. With a flick of his finger, a white light 

shot out and penetrated the man's head at an incredible speed. 

"Ah!" 

The man let out a blood-curdling screech. Even though he was an eighth-level immortal God, he was 

unable to react in time. His body exploded and he died on the spot. 

"Asking Lord Qiu to act? this is not the attitude you have. If this is the attitude, then you can only die." 

The young man said impatiently. 

With Lord Qiu's status, he actually dared to make a fuss in front of him. 

His death was destined. 



"Ah, ah, Lord Qiu, that person once tamed a Qiongqi and crushed all of us with crushing force. It's 

precisely because he's too strong that we need Lord Qiu's help!" 

Said the peak eighth-level immortal God expert. 

What? 

What? 

Everyone revealed a look of surprise. 

This time, even Lord Qiu was surprised. 

Taming a Qiongqi? 

One must know that Qiongqi was not easy to subdue. 

Lord Qiu knew that in order to subdue Qiong Qi, one had to possess the most powerful abilities among 

the ninth-level Immortals and gods. 

Could it be that ye chen, who had killed everyone, was that strong? 

"I didn't expect this enemy to be so strong. I'll take care of him myself." 

Lord Qiu stood up. 

The other young men also stood up in a hurry. 

They were well aware of how terrifying Lord Qiu's strength was. 

p They did not expect to see Lord Qiu in action again! 

Thinking of this, the young men's faces revealed a fanatical look, as if they could not wait for Lord Qiu to 

make a move immediately. 

"His position, coordinates." 

Lord Qiu looked at one of the young men. 

"Lord Qiu, this is a small matter. Give me 30 seconds and I will be able to find his exact location." 

The young man was holding a high-tech thing that looked like a compass. 

Di di ... 

Soon, the compass showed a direction and pointed in that direction. 

"Let's go,"he said. 

Lord Qiu growled. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

Lord Qiu and the others turned into terrifying beams of light, piercing through the air at an unbelievable 

speed. They rose into the sky and flew into the distance. 



Only those people were left looking at each other. 

"Let's go. We'll follow them and take a look. " 

"That's right, let's see how that demon was killed by Lord Qiu. " 

"Let's go, let's go. I don't believe that fellow can defeat Lord Qiu. " 

"Haha, what a joke. What kind of person is Lord Qiu? how can he be compared to Lord Qiu?" 

"Let's go!" 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Everyone turned into a stream of light and disappeared into the distance. 

They were all looking forward to seeing how Lord Qiu would kill ye chen. 

…… 

On a mountain. 

Ye chen sat cross-legged. 

At this moment, in his storage space. 

There were a total of 20 metal bug soldiers, and they were incomparably tall. They stood in the air just 

like that and looked ahead with stern gazes. 

These were all machine-type bug tribe soldiers. 

Each of them had reached the eighth-stage immortal God Realm and were extremely powerful. 

Twenty eighth-level immortal gods! 

This lineup was enough to make ninth-level immortal God experts tremble in fear. 

After all, a ninth-level immortal God expert could easily slaughter an eighth-level immortal God in a one-

on-one battle. However, it would be much more difficult for him to face more than five eighth-level 

immortal gods. 

If he were to face ten eighth-level immortal gods ... 

He would end up in a miserable state. 

As for 20? 

It was enough to easily kill ordinary ninth-level immortal God experts. 

"Joint attack battle formation!" 

Ye chen appeared at the side and ordered the many bug tribe warriors. 

BOOM! 



A total of 20 machine-type bug tribe soldiers had reached the eighth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

They formed a strange circle and white rays of light appeared from their arms. 

Then, these white lights gathered together. 

Ye chen did not give the order to attack. However, he could clearly feel the terror of these bug tribe 

warriors after they used the joint attack formation. 

Just the aura before the attack was enough to make him tremble in fear. 

One must know that ye Chen's current strength could be considered relatively strong even among the 

ninth-level immortal gods. 

Even he felt a chill down his spine. One could imagine how powerful the bug soldiers 'combined attack 

was. 

"Eh? Someone's coming. " 

Just then, ye chen frowned. 

Suddenly, he felt a strong aura outside the storage ring. It was flying toward him at a very fast speed, 

like a few meteorites. 

Chapter 2505 Song Yan Takes Action! 

Who was it? 

Who was it? 

How could it be so fast? 

Moreover, it was obvious that she was here for ye chen. 

From the other party's flight path, it could be seen that they were here to find ye chen. 

Ye chen furrowed his brows. 

Such a fast speed had completely surpassed the speed of an ordinary ninth-level immortal God. 

Even ordinary ninth-level immortal gods couldn't fly at such a high speed. Perhaps only ninth-level 

immortal gods could fly at such a high speed. 

This was very shocking. 

One should know that a ninth-stage immortal God was already a top expert in Holy Fire City. If a ninth-

stage immortal God was considered an expert, he would definitely be a giant in Holy Fire City. 

It was not impossible for such an expert to escape from the hands of the city Lord of the sacred fire City. 

Each of these auras was extremely powerful and unfathomable like the ocean. Each of them was an 

expert at the ninth level of immortal God Realm. 

This was very strange. 

So many experts? 
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Was she here to find him? 

Was she here for ye chen? 

Ye Chen's first guess was that these people were most likely here for him. 

He had previously chased away Wei Qing's group of eighth-level immortal gods. They knew that they 

were no match for ye chen and had gone to find some helpers. It was not impossible for them to kill ye 

chen again. 

Since they already knew of ye Chen's terrifying combat strength, the person they were looking for must 

be an expert among experts. Ninth-level immortal God, they knew that ninth-level immortal God was 

not necessarily ye Chen's match. After all, the power ye chen had displayed was completely equivalent 

to ninth-level immortal God. 

Therefore, the person they were looking for was definitely an expert among experts. Even an expert at 

the ninth level of immortal God Realm would be considered an expert. 

Sure enough. 

Ye chen immediately sensed that when these auras detected his position, they immediately rushed over. 

They were obviously here to find him. 

Otherwise, it wouldn't be so coincidental and direct. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

One figure after another fell down. No, it should be said that they fell down like meteorites. They fell 

violently and smashed into the ground, creating huge pits. 

BOOM! 

One of the young men suddenly took a step in ye Chen's direction. With a loud boom, the space shook 

violently as if it was about to be shaken by this force. 

"Ye chen, get out here!" 

The young man said. 

They had already learned ye Chen's name from those people. 

"What's the matter?" 

Ye Chen's gaze swept across the room and finally settled on the young man. 

Strong! 

Very strong! 

This young man's aura was simply unfathomable. 

He was definitely an expert among the ninth-stage immortal God Realm. 



"I'm looking for you for something. Did you offend Wei Qing? Although we have nothing to do with Wei 

Qing, the city Lord of the sacred fire City is a friend of our Lord Qiu. If you hit Wei Qing's face, you will be 

offending the city Lord of the sacred fire City. If you offend the city Lord of the sacred fire City, you will 

be offending our Lord Qiu. " 

The young man said. 

Lord Qiu? 

Ye chen glanced at a battle-robed young man in the distance. The feeling this battle-robed young man 

gave him was that he was the most powerful. It was obviously master Qiu. 

"We don't care about the son of the Lord of sacred fire City, but you've offended Lord Qiu. You must 

die." 

The young man grinned. 

"Oh? Do you have the ability to do so?" 

Ye chen smiled disdainfully, revealing a mocking expression. 

Silence. 

The space became silent. 

The people who followed behind him, the group who had been chased away by ye chen when he 

snatched their storage rings, now had their mouths wide open, revealing a look of disbelief. 

What did he just say? 

What did ye chen say? 

To say that the young man was not qualified? 

How was that possible? 

That young man's strength was definitely at the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm. He could be 

considered an expert. How could such a tyrannical existence not be able to kill ye chen? 

Ye chen had said that the young man did not have the ability. This was too arrogant. 

"Arrogant, you're really arrogant. I thought you had some skills, but I think you're just so-so." 

The young man's face darkened. He did not expect ye chen to look down on him. 

"Did I say anything wrong? You really don't have the ability to do so. " 

Ye chen said bluntly. 

"Good, good, good. It's already a miracle for a first-level immortal God to kill an eighth-level immortal 

God. I'll consider you a heaven's pride expert of this generation, but you'll die at my hands today. Die!" 

Song Yan waved his hand. 

Shua! 



A gray sword light flashed at an unbelievable speed. No one could see the sword light's trajectory at all. 

Then, the sword light landed on ye Chen's body. 

Clang! 

In the nick of time, ye Chen's immortal Dao domain appeared out of thin air and blocked the gray sword 

light. 

Even so, the gray sword light still managed to penetrate 30 centimeters. 

"What?" 

Song Yan frowned. He did not expect ye chen to block his attack. 

The power of his attack was enough to kill an ordinary ninth-level immortal God, but ye chen had 

blocked it? 

"What powerful strength." 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat. 

The power of the sword just now had indeed far exceeded his expectations. 

This young man called Song Yan was extremely powerful. A casual strike from his sword had penetrated 

thirty centimeters into his immortal Dao domain. 

With ye Chen's current defense, even a ninth-tier immortal God expert could stand still and resist the 

attack of a ninth-tier expert. 

Song Yan's attack had almost pierced through ye Chen's immortal Dao domain. 

One could only imagine how powerful that attack was. 

"It seems that you're quite capable. I've underestimated you. Although you're only at the first level of 

immortal God Realm, your combat strength is amazing. It's really amazing. That's why I have to kill you 

to avoid future trouble. Otherwise, what will happen when you grow up?" Song Yan's eyes were 

cold."Kill! Sword of God!" 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

The four sword lights were unbelievably fast. They cut through the air and the sky. The silver sword 

lights pierced through the space and directly pierced four small holes in the space. 

One must know that this was the immortal God World. The space of the immortal God World was 

extremely stable, tens of thousands of times more stable than the space of the lower world. 

Even so, under Song Yan's terrifying immortal energy, he was still pierced with four small holes. 

"I'm finished. " 

"That ye chen guy is dead for sure!" 

"What a fast swordsmanship. It's too fast. I can't even see it clearly." 



"Ye chen, it's over. He's dead!" 

"I don't even think anyone can survive this sword technique." 

Everyone was extremely excited as they discussed. 

It was too shocking. 

Song Yan's strength was definitely the strongest ye chen had ever fought. 

The power of these four sword lights was enough to kill a group of ordinary ninth-level immortal gods. 

Chapter 2506 2511-Shocking Battle! 

Fast, he was really too fast. 

The speed of these four sword lights was so fast that ordinary ninth-level immortal gods wouldn't be 

able to react in time and would be killed instantly. 

Such a speed was enough to kill a group of ordinary ninth-level immortal gods. 

Killing ordinary ninth-level immortal gods! 

One should know that a ninth-stage immortal God was already an expert among experts. In Holy Fire 

City, they were top experts and invincible existences. 

However, such an expert couldn't withstand a single move in front of these sword Qi. 

This was the huge difference in strength. 

Even though they were both at the ninth-level immortal God Realm, the difference in their strength was 

extremely huge. 

It could be said that there was a huge difference in strength among the ninth-level Immortals and gods. 

Some powerhouses could even fight one against a hundred. 

This was a huge difference. 

There was a huge difference between the strong and the weak among the nine levels of the immortal 

God Realm. The strong could fight one against a hundred, while the weak were no match for the weak, 

even if they had a lower realm. 

This was the difference. 

"He's dead. " 

"Ye Chen's done for," 

"In the face of such a fast sword technique, what else can he do? No matter how strong he is, he will still 

die!" 

"Yeah, it's too fast." 

"Ye Chen's dead." 
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"Lord Song Yan's strength is too strong." 

"That's right. Lord Song Yan's sword Qi can definitely kill a group of ninth-level immortal God experts!" 

"Let's see how ye chen dies. " 

Everyone was discussing. 

They all thought that ye chen was dead for sure. 

The power of this attack was enough to kill an ordinary ninth-level immortal God. No matter how strong 

ye chen was, could he be stronger than a ninth-level immortal God? 

That was impossible. Therefore, they all thought that ye chen was dead for sure. 

In fact, even ye chen himself was surprised by the speed of these four sword gleams because they were 

so fast that they had exceeded the limits of what the naked eye could detect. 

Without true God Realm, it was almost very hard to block such sword energy. 

However, ye chen was no ordinary person. 

"Break!" 

Ye chen waved his hand and the immortal Dao domain on his body suddenly expanded. 

BOOM! 

A terrifying aura burst out from the immortal Dao domain. It was incomparably terrifying and terrifying. 

It made people's hearts palpitate. Many people's faces changed drastically. They roared and retreated 

quickly. Even so, they were still seriously injured. They spat out blood and their bodies trembled 

violently as they were sent flying. 

"What?" 

Song Yan's expression changed slightly because he saw that his four sword gleams had been forcibly 

blocked by ye Chen's immortal Dao domain. 

That's right, it was stuck. 

His four sword gleams were stuck in ye Chen's immortal Dao domain. 

This also meant that his attack had been blocked by ye chen again. 

But how was that possible? Ye chen was merely a first-level immortal God trash. That was a first-level 

immortal God. 

How did he block his attack? 

He was a ninth-level immortal God expert. 

"How is that possible?" 

"How is this possible?" 



"He blocked it?" 

"Impossible, this is impossible!" 

"Are my eyes playing tricks on me?" 

The crowd let out a cry of shock. They had thought that ye chen would die without a doubt in the face of 

the four sword gleams. They had all witnessed the power of the four sword gleams. 

However, it was blocked by ye Chen's immortal Dao domain. 

Are you kidding me? 

How was this possible? 

"Are you very surprised? I didn't expect your attack to be so sharp. Next, it's my turn, right?" 

Ye chen grinned. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

Powerful sword Qi burst out from the Tai ah divine sword. The sword Qi was like a full moon, sweeping 

out in Song Yan's direction. It was as if it was going to cut the space apart. 

In fact, the space had already been cut. 

In the face of such a powerful attack, even the space of the immortal God World couldn't withstand such 

a powerful force. The space that was slashed by the sword Qi immediately cracked, it was extremely 

terrifying. 

In the face of such a powerful force, even the space of the immortal God World could not withstand it. 

"What? It's impossible!" 

Song Yan roared and stepped forward. A silver sword appeared in his hand. "Shua, shua, shua, shua!" 

Four more sword lights were shot out. The speed of these four sword lights was even faster and sharper 

than before. 

It was unbelievably fast! 

Boom, boom, boom, boom! 

There were four consecutive booms as the four sword gleams collided with ye Chen's sword Qi, creating 

a series of terrifying rumbles. Then, everyone's body shook violently and they could not help but retreat 

backward. 

In the face of a battle of this level, anyone below the eighth-level of immortal God Realm would be 

shaken to death as soon as they got close. 

Therefore, the spectators were all experts at the eighth-level of immortal God Realm and above. 

"Eh? He blocked it?" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered. 



This was the first time he had used his full strength and was blocked by someone. 

Song Yan's strength was absolutely terrifying. He was an expert among the ninth-level immortal gods. 

After all, ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the first level of the immortal God Realm. In the face of 

such a powerful enemy, it was normal for him to be blocked even after using all his strength. 

However, Song Yan's shock was much greater than ye chen 's. 

"How is this possible? how is this possible?" 

Song Yan was so shocked that he almost died from shock. 

He was a ninth-stage immortal God expert, an almost invincible expert. In terms of cultivation base, he 

was nine minor realms higher than ye chen. 

Moreover, his combat strength was particularly powerful. Ordinary ninth-level Immortals and gods 

would be killed in one move. 

How did ye chen survive his attack? 

He could not understand why ye Chen's celestial energy was so powerful. 

This wasn't a power that a first-stage immortal God could unleash. 

"Terrifying. It's too terrifying." 

"Ye Chen's too strong." 

"It's a good thing we called master Qiu over this time. Otherwise, Master Song Yan might not be able to 

take care of ye chen alone. " 

"Yup," 

The crowd began to discuss again. 

Each and every one of them had their mouths wide open. When ye chen had made his move earlier, 

they had almost been scared to death. 

He was too strong and too terrifying. This level of power was far beyond their imagination. 

It was too powerful. 

It was impossible for ordinary ninth-level immortal gods to participate in such a battle. Once they did, 

they would be instantly blasted into pieces. 

This was the strength of an expert in the ninth level of the immortal God Realm. 

"Don't talk nonsense. What else do you have? show me. " 

Ye chen roared. 

His blood was boiling, and he was looking for a top expert to fight. 

It was a good time to consolidate his combat experience. 



After reaching the first-stage immortal God Realm, his cultivation base had been consolidated, but his 

combat experience had not been able to keep up. 

Now, he wanted to battle with Song Yan to consolidate his battle experience. 

That's right, he wanted to use Song Yan as a Whetstone to train himself. 

This was ye Chen's goal. 

"Hmph! Heavenly Emperor sword, appear!" 

Song Yan roared. 

BOOM! 

An even more powerful aura erupted from his body. At the same time, a divine sword appeared out of 

thin air. 

Chapter 2507 Lord Qiu Takes Action! 

The aura of this divine sword was extremely terrifying. It was several times more terrifying than the aura 

that Song Yan had released earlier. 

Strong! 

He was too strong! 

This was everyone's first impression of him. He was too strong. 

Just the aura alone gave people a feeling that a great disaster was imminent, as if a world-destroying 

pressure would erupt at any time. 

"Ye chen, take this. This is my true combat power!" 

Song Yan roared. 

BOOM! 

The heavenly Emperor sword above his head suddenly turned into a stream of light and stabbed toward 

ye chen. 

Hurry up! 

It was too fast. 

It was unbelievably fast. 

Ye Chen's pupils constricted. This time, he did not use his immortal Dao domain to block it because he 

knew that if he did, he would not be able to withstand this sword. 

Shua! 

It was the same sword Qi, a full moon-like sword Qi. It burst out from the Tai 'a sword and swept out, 

clashing with the heavenly Emperor sword. 
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BOOM! 

An earth-shattering boom was heard. The surrounding mountains shook violently. Under this force, 

everyone felt like they were nothing more than ants. They trembled in fear. They were no match for it. 

It was impossible for them to resist such power. 

"He blocked it?" 

Someone exclaimed. 

"What? He blocked it? It's been blocked again?" 

"Oh my God, this ye Chen's combat power is too terrifying." 

"Too strong. Ye Chen's combat power is too strong." 

"Don't tell me he can fight against Lord Song Yan?" 

Everyone exclaimed in shock. 

That's right, ye chen had blocked this attack again. 

This was ye Chen's full combat power. 

Ye Chen's combat strength was fully unleashed. He did not expect that he would be able to contend with 

an invincible ninth-level immortal God expert. 

No one was more surprised than Song Yan himself. 

Song Yan's mouth was wide open, as if he had seen a ghost, his face full of disbelief. 

"How is that possible?" 

Even the young men beside Lord Qiu were shocked. 

They knew very well how powerful Song Yan was. With Song Yan's strength, ordinary ninth-level 

immortal gods would be killed as easily as chopping melons and vegetables. 

On the other hand, ye chen was only at the first-stage immortal God Realm. 

A weakling at the first-stage immortal God Realm was actually able to block Song Yan's full-force attack? 

What kind of monster was this? 

"Interesting, interesting. Is he the disciple of a Big Shot of the immortal God Palace? It's highly possible. 

" 

Even Lord Qiu's expression changed. 

Ye Chen's display of combat strength had completely moved him. 

He had originally thought that ye chen was just an ant that he could crush with a casual move of his 

fingers. 



But now, it seemed that he would have to spend a lot of effort. 

To be able to fight against Song Yan? 

And with a cultivation base of the first-level immortal God Realm? 

It was too shocking! 

It was simply shocking! 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen did not waste any time. He really wanted to find a top master to fight, so he immediately turned 

into a stream of light. With the Tai 'a sword in hand, he fought with Song Yan. 

"Damn it, damn it, I don't believe you can block my attack. Kill, kill, heavenly Emperor sword!" 

Song Yan roared in anger and turned into a stream of light, colliding with ye chen. The two sides 

continued to fight. 

In just 30 seconds, the two sides had exchanged thousands of moves. 

"Hahaha, great, great, this is really great!" 

Ye chen roared. 

It felt great! 

It was really too satisfying! 

After advancing to the first-stage immortal God Realm, he had not encountered any top-notch experts 

who could force him to use his full strength. 

Neither Huo Tian nor the eighth-level immortal God Realm experts could force him to use his full 

strength. 

At the very least, they wouldn't be able to force him to this extent. 

However, Song Yan had done it. He had done it. With his astonishing strength, he had blocked ye Chen's 

all-out attack. 

At the same time, Song Yan's heart was filled with shock. It was simply unbelievable. 

He was a ninth-level immortal God expert, yet he was blocked by a first-level immortal God. 

He knew very well that he had already given it his all and was fully focused. He had unleashed all his 

combat strength and used all his trump cards. 

Even so, he still could not do anything to ye chen. 

This was very magical. 

Had ye Chen's combat strength already reached this level? 

Even the immortal God Palace might not have such a heaven's favorite. 



At the very least, Song Yan had never heard of such a prodigy. He had never heard of anyone who could 

fight a ninth-level immortal God while only at the first-level. 

Such geniuses had only appeared in epic legends. 

However, that was just an epic legend. 

In reality, it had been at least a few billion years since such a heaven's favorite had appeared in the 

immortal God World. 

This was practically crossing a major realm to battle! 

What kind of shocking battle prowess was this? 

"Damn it, damn it, impossible, this is impossible!" 

Song Yan continued to shout. 

Again and again, he launched a fierce attack but ye chen managed to block all of it. 

He really couldn't believe it. 

"Here we go again. I say, you people only know how to say that it's impossible every day. You're really a 

bunch of frogs in a well!" 

Ye chen sneered. 

"Dammit! Dammit! Your cultivation base is clearly only at the first level of the immortal God Realm! How 

can you be so strong? your battle prowess can't be this strong! Did you hide your cultivation? No one 

can hide their cultivation level in front of Lord Qiu, not even you. Could it be that you're really only at 

the first stage of the immortal God Realm?" 

Song Yan roared in shock. 

"Alright, no more nonsense. Die." 

Ye chen could not be bothered to waste his breath. 

The more he fought, the more shocked Song Yan was. 

On the other hand, ye Chen's combat experience was constantly consolidating. In other words, ye 

Chen's combat strength was still increasing. 

If the battle continued, Song Yan would lose without a doubt. 

"Hmph!" 

At this moment, something happened. 

BOOM! 

A terrifying force exploded from master Qiu's body and pulled Song Yan over. Then, master Qiu stood up 

and stomped heavily in ye Chen's direction. 



The celestial energy of this kick formed a giant foot that reached the sky. It appeared above master Qiu's 

head like a piece of the sky and heavily pressed down on ye chen. 

A heaven-raising kick! 

That's right, the name of this move was the heaven raising kick. 

Lord Qiu's first move had displayed an astonishing strength. 

Ye chen felt as if the entire sky was collapsing. The entire world was pressing down in this direction. All 

space, all heaven and earth, had collapsed. 

Strong! 

Lord Qiu's strength was definitely much more terrifying than Song Yan 's. 

,m Ye Chen's first thought was that he could not resist it. 

With his current strength, he was strong enough to fight against Song Yan, and even suppress him. This 

was extremely shocking, but he was still far from being Lord Qiu's opponent. 

"Haha, this kid, die!" 

Song Yan was extremely excited as he watched from a distance. With Lord Qiu's help, ye chen was dead 

for sure. 

However, at this moment. 

A change occurred again. 

Metal figures appeared out of thin air. 

Chapter 2508 Bug Tribe Soldier! 

The auras of these metal figures were not strong. Each figure's aura was only at the eighth-level of the 

immortal God Realm. 

But for some reason, when they formed a strange circular battle formation, Lord Qiu felt an extremely 

terrifying sense of threat surging into his heart. 

It made all the fine hairs on his body stand up. 

"Mechanical bug soldiers, activate the combined battle formation!" 

Ye chen roared. 

That's right, he was going to use the bug tribe soldiers. 

He was no match for Lord Qiu's attack and could not block it, so he could only use the bug soldiers. 

He did not believe that using the bug soldiers would not be able to do anything to Lord Qiu. 

BOOM! 
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A white light pillar burst out from the circle formed by the ten figures, as if it was going to destroy the 

entire world. It shot out directly, crossing the space and crossing the air, leaving a huge mark in the 

entire space. 

The White pillar of light collided heavily with the giant foot, causing a terrifying blast of air to blast out in 

all directions. 

The surrounding people's faces changed drastically. They roared and were directly sent flying thousands 

of meters away. They were all horrified and spat out blood one after another. They were almost killed 

by the shock. 

Just the aftershocks of a battle of this level were already so terrifying. 

Then, everyone's mouths and eyes widened. Their eyeballs were about to fly out. 

It was blocked. 

That's right, he blocked it. 

Just 10 eighth-level immortal God Realm bug tribe soldiers had blocked Lord Qiu's attack with their joint 

attack formation. 

 The white light pillar and the giant foot were destroyed at the same time. 

"What? this, this is impossible!" 

"This is impossible!" 

"How is this possible?" 

"I must be seeing things?" 

Everyone stood up from the ground in shock, especially the young men. They knew how powerful Lord 

Qiu was, but Lord Qiu's attack had been blocked just like that. 

Are you kidding me? 

What were the origins of those ten figures? 

A few of the youths squinted their eyes and stared at the 10 mechanical bug soldiers in the sky. 

"He blocked it?" 

Even Lord Qiu himself was slightly taken aback. He had not expected his attack to be blocked so easily. 

The might of this strike was something that even song Yan would not be able to withstand. Given Song 

Yan's strength, even if he were to take a single blow, he would be severely injured. 

However, ye chen did not retreat. Instead, he sent out ten mysterious creatures to block his attack. 

Who exactly were these ten people? 

Lord Qiu's eyes swept over them. With his eyesight, he could naturally see the uniqueness of these bug 

tribe soldiers. 



However, he couldn't believe it, because it was very difficult to produce eighth-level immortal God bug 

tribe soldiers unless there was a bug tribe Queen Mother. Otherwise, it was as difficult as the birth of a 

powerhouse above true God. 

As for the Zerg empresses? 

That was an incomparably great existence. How could a naturally great existence be used by ye chen? 

Therefore, Lord Qiu did not dare to determine that the ten figures in front of him were ten bug tribe 

warriors. If they were really bug tribe warriors, it meant that ye chen had tamed the bug tribe Queen 

Mother. 

Of course, that was impossible. 

To tame a bug tribe Queen Mother, one would need at least the power of a peak true God or even 

stronger. 

Bug clan Queen Mothers were legendary existences. Many true gods would not even be able to see one 

in their entire lives, let alone tame one. 

Therefore, the possibility of ye chen taming the bug clan Queen Mother was almost zero. 

"What powerful strength." 

At the same time, ye chen was also shocked by the power of master Qiu's attack. 

That kind of power could definitely kill a group of ninth-level Immortals and gods with ease. 

Even an expert like Song Yan would be seriously injured if he was hit. 

Such power was definitely infinitely close to that of a true God. 

It could even be said that he was not much different from a true God. 

The only difference was that the celestial energy had not yet been converted into divine energy. 

Ye chen could sense that Lord Qiu's cultivation base was still at the ninth-stage immortal God Realm and 

had not reached the true God Realm. 

If Lord Qiu's battle strength had reached the level of a real God, he would not have been able to 

withstand that blow. 

Even 20 bug soldiers wouldn't be enough. 

"Kid, you have too many secrets on you. If I don't kill you, I'm afraid that the Lord of the Holy Fire City 

will not be at ease." 

Lord Qiu sighed, as if he was certain that he would kill ye chen. 

He and the Lord of the Holy Fire City were friends. Wei Qing had offended ye chen, so ye chen would 

definitely not let Wei Qing go. 

If he did not get rid of ye Chen, Wei Qing would be dead. 



"Lord Qiu is going to get serious?" 

Everyone was extremely excited. 

The attack just now was clearly just a casual one from Lord Qiu. 

Lord Qiu's full-force attack could completely kill an expert on the level of Song Yan. 

Now, Lord Qiu was going to get serious. 

How could they not be excited? 

"Make your move. Let me see what you've got." 

Ye chen sneered. 

"Oh?" 

Lord Qiu raised an eyebrow. He did not expect ye chen to still dare to speak to him like this at a time like 

this. This was extremely arrogant. 

Other than true God level experts, who else would dare to speak to him, Lord Qiu, in such a manner? 

"In that case, take this! Divine finger of heaven and earth!" 

A huge finger suddenly appeared above Lord Qiu's head. 

The finger was over a thousand meters long. It looked like a meteorite that had fallen from the sky. 

BOOM! 

The space within a radius of a few hundred kilometers was annihilated by this finger. 

That's right, the space within a few hundred kilometers had been destroyed. 

This was Lord Qiu's true battle prowess. 

It was also his full strength. 

Under his full power, even the space of the immortal God World could not withstand such a powerful 

force and exploded. 

"Strong, what a strong power. If I were to take it on by myself, I would definitely not be able to 

withstand it. I would probably be killed in one move." 

Ye chen was shocked. His current combat power was already very strong, even stronger than Song Yan. 

However, he found himself extremely small in front of master Qiu, unable to withstand a single blow. 

Lord Qiu's strength was definitely far above Song Yan 's. 

It wasn't something Song Yan could compare to. 

"Luckily, we have the bug soldiers." 

Ye chen regained his composure. This was the first time he had panicked. 



There was no choice, Lord Qiu was too powerful. 

He was a true God. 

There was not much difference between Lord Qiu and the Lord of sacred fire City, so one could imagine 

how terrifying Lord Qiu's strength was. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

One after another, figures appeared in the sky out of thin air, forming an even larger circle with the ten 

bug tribe soldiers from before. 

Then, this circle formed a strange battle formation, and a white pillar of light suddenly shot out. 

This pillar of white light was even more dazzling and resplendent than the previous one. 

Chapter 2509 2514-Lord Zhan Qiu! 

The power of Lord Qiu's finger was enough to destroy the world and kill countless ordinary ninth-stage 

immortal God experts. 

Even an expert of Song Yan's level would be killed by this finger. 

That's right, even an expert at the ninth level of immortal God Realm would be killed by this finger. 

This was the terrifying aspect of Lord Qiu. 

Lord Qiu's strength had definitely reached the fighting power of a real God. 

Although it was likely to be at the bottom of the true gods, it was simply a dimensional attack to deal 

with enemies at the immortal God level. 

Everyone's expression changed drastically as soon as the finger was pointed out. They retreated 

frantically because they felt that they would be finished if they were swept by the aftermath. 

It was impossible for him to survive, unless he was an expert on Song Yan's level. 

Other than Song Yan and a few other young men, the rest of the people retreated backward. 

They didn't dare to watch the battle from a close distance. If they continued to watch, their lives would 

be in danger. 

The strength of these people was far inferior to that of Song Yan and those young men. Those young 

men might be able to withstand the power of the aftermath, but the strongest among them was only at 

the peak of the eighth-level immortal God Realm. 

If they stayed here, they would be swept to death by the aftermath. 

"W-what's that?" 

However, at this moment, a dazzling white light pillar attracted everyone's attention. 

Just as everyone was trembling in fear at Lord Qiu's divine might, the white light pillar burst out and shot 

out. 
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BOOM! 

BOOM! 

The combined attacks of over twenty bug soldiers were truly shocking. 

The 20 eighth-level immortal God-level bug tribe fighters joined forces to launch a joint attack. They 

formed a white light pillar and shot toward the divine finger in the sky. 

BOOM! 

An earth-shattering boom was heard. No, it should be said that anyone below the eighth-level of 

immortal God Realm would be shaken to death if they heard this boom. 

After the explosion. 

The space within a radius of tens of thousands of kilometers was destroyed again. 

It turned into a pile of nothingness. 

The entire space started to shake crazily. It was as if two experts at the true God level were fighting. It 

was extremely terrifying. Just the ripples alone could obliterate a person into nothingness. 

Everyone's eyes were filled with horror. This was too terrifying. A battle of this level could simply scare 

them to death. 

However, the next moment. 

"What?" 

"How is that possible?" 

"Impossible!" 

Everyone's eyes were once again frozen. Many people immediately roared out, all of them extremely 

excited. 

That's right, he blocked it. 

It was blocked again. 

The power of Lord Qiu's attack was undoubtedly very terrifying. It was enough to kill almost any ninth-

level immortal God expert. It should be known that even an expert at Song Yan's level could not 

withstand this attack, let alone other ninth-level immortal God experts. 

This kind of power was truly too terrifying. 

However, ye chen did not know why but he managed to block it. 

What was happening? 

Everyone was puzzled. 

"That's ..." 



Everyone looked up into the sky. So it was the 20 machine-type bug soldiers. 

Even though they couldn't recognize the bug tribe soldiers, they knew that they were extremely 

powerful. 

Under their joint efforts, they were actually able to withstand Lord Qiu's attack. This was too terrifying. 

"I didn't expect that I would underestimate you." 

Lord Qiu's expression darkened. With his cultivation base, he was still unable to kill ye chen despite his 

continuous attacks against a first-level immortal God. 

To him, this was truly a disgrace. 

If he did not kill ye chen, master Qiu would regard this as the shame of his life. 

Therefore, he had to kill ye chen. 

He had to kill ye chen. 

If he did not kill ye chen, it would be a great humiliation to him. He was a ninth-tier immortal God 

expert, an existence infinitely close to true God level. If he could not even succeed in dealing with a first-

tier immortal God ant, then he, master Qiu, would probably become a joke in the future. 

Therefore, he had to kill ye chen. 

"Bug soldiers, what power. Haha, it seems like I've underestimated them." 

Ye Chen's heart was filled with joy. 

They were happy for the strength of the bug soldiers. 

If he were to rely on his own strength, he would definitely be far from being a match for Lord Qiu. At 

most, he would be able to suppress Song Yan, but if he were to face Lord Qiu, he would be killed in a 

single move. 

Facing Lord Qiu was no different from facing a true God. 

Therefore, ye chen was currently far from being master Qiu's opponent. 

After all, his cultivation base was only at the first-level immortal God Realm. The difference in cultivation 

base was too great. 

It was impossible to cross so many realms and fight. 

However, the bug soldiers were different. 

The 20 eighth-level immortal God-level machine-type bug soldiers joined forces to form a joint battle 

formation and forcefully resisted Lord Qiu's attack. 

This was the terrifying part. 

"Master Qiu, can't you do anything to ye chen?" 

Someone said in horror. 



"That's impossible. Lord Qiu's strength is definitely close to a real God. You can even say that he's a real 

God. How can he not deal with a kid at the first stage of the immortal God Realm?" 

Someone shouted. 

"Quickly look, Lord Qiu is about to make his move." 

At this moment. 

Lord Qiu was also somewhat angry. 

"Brat, although I don't know the origin of these things, you must remember that the first stage of 

immortal God is only one stage. Damn it, you still have to die!" 

Lord Qiu was furious. 

It would be a disgrace if he could not kill ye chen. 

BOOM! 

The divine finger of heaven and earth descended once again. 

It was a huge finger that was much more powerful than the previous finger. It was like a star 

descending. 

This finger was twice as strong as the previous one. 

If the finger from before could kill an expert at Song Yan's level, then this finger could be said to be 

undefeatable by anyone below the true God level. 

This was the power of a true God. 

It was the power of a true God. 

One must know that a real God was one of the big shots in the immortal God Palace. 

Although he wasn't a top figure, he was still a top figure. 

Ye Chen's second senior brother and eldest senior brother were only at the true God level. 

The attack of a real God was so powerful that even the space trembled once again. It trembled madly 

under the attack because the power of the attack was too strong and terrifying. 

"Bug soldiers, joint attack formation!" 

Ye chen roared again. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

A total of 20 machine-type bug tribe soldiers, all of whom had reached the eighth-stage immortal God 

Realm, gathered together and shot out another white light pillar. 

The White pillar of light collided with the giant finger in the sky. 

BOOM! 



Everyone's eyes focused. 

He blocked it once again. 

Chapter 2510 2515-Repel! 

"How is that possible?" 

"How is this possible?" 

"He blocked it? He blocked it again! How is this possible? that was Lord Qiu's attack!" 

"Yeah, that's impossible!" 

The crowd was shocked and excited as they started to discuss madly. 

It was too unbelievable. 

Who was Lord Qiu? He was a dignified ninth-tier immortal God expert, an invincible expert at that. How 

could such a powerful existence be unable to do anything to a first-tier immortal God? 

What was going on? 

Wasn't this too unbelievable? 

"What?" 

Lord Qiu's eyes narrowed. He had not expected ye chen to block his full-powered attack. 

Could it be that ye Chen's combat strength had already reached the true God level? 

But how was this possible? he was just a low-level first-level immortal God cultivator. It was impossible 

for him to possess such great power. 

"You've attacked me several times in a row. It's time for me to counterattack, right?"he said. 

At this moment, ye chen spoke. 

BOOM! 

A white light pillar suddenly burst out and turned into a destructive light. The surrounding space was 

annihilated and exploded by this blow, even leaving a deep mark. 

"Block it!" 

Lord Qiu's eyes narrowed because he felt a strong sense of threat from this attack. 

He immediately roared and used the heaven and earth divine finger to burst out a huge divine finger. It 

descended from the sky like the finger of a God. 

BOOM! 

There was another deafening roar and both sides were sent flying. Ye chen was sent flying but of course, 

he was unscathed. On the other hand, Lord Qiu was sent flying by the combined attack of the bug tribe 

warriors. 
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Lord Qiu was sent flying. 

Everyone was shocked. 

All of them had their mouths wide open as if they could swallow an egg whole. It was shocking. It was 

too shocking. 

They had never been so shocked before, not in their entire lives. 

Even the young men, including Song Yan, had their mouths wide open in disbelief. 

They were well aware of Lord Qiu's combat strength. 

With Lord Qiu's strength, he could easily kill a group of ordinary ninth-stage immortal gods. Lord Qiu 

was an invincible ninth-stage immortal God expert who could fight one against a hundred. 

This realm was also known as the ninth level of The Invincible Immortal God Realm. 

In the immortal God World, experts who could be called invincible ninth-stage Immortals and gods were 

few and far between. 

Lord Qiu was such an existence. 

However, such a powerful existence had been sent flying by ye Chen's attack. How could they not be 

shocked? 

"My God! This kid's strength is too terrifying!" 

Song Yan's eyes widened. Even with his personality, he couldn't help but reveal a look of shock. 

It was too shocking. 

It was too shocking. 

This was simply a miracle. 

Ye chen, a first-level immortal God, could actually fight with Lord Qiu and even send Lord Qiu flying. This 

was definitely an unprecedented existence. 

Song Yan even suspected that ye chen was a true God who had hidden his cultivation base. 

Of course, he also knew that this was impossible because Lord Qiu had said that ye chen was at the first 

level of the immortal God Realm. Then, ye chen was definitely only at the first level of the immortal God 

Realm. 

"Impossible, how is this possible?" 

Lord Qiu couldn't remain calm as he roared in shock. 

With his strength, how could he be forced to retreat by a first-level immortal God? 

Are you kidding me? 

It was like a tyrannosaur stepping on an ant, only to be lifted up and thrown away by the ant ... 



This was simply impossible. 

However, this had happened right under his nose. 

It was too unbelievable. 

Even Lord Qiu was shocked, so one could only imagine how shocking this matter was. 

"Damn it! Divine finger of heaven and earth! Break! Break! Break! Break! Break!" 

Lord Qiu bellowed, and one massive finger after another appeared in the air, each of them like a star as 

they descended upon the earth. 

However, what welcomed him was a pillar of white light that had the same destructive power. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

With six consecutive explosions, all his fingers were blocked again. 

Lord Qiu himself was once again sent flying, flying for a few thousand meters. 

Lord Qiu was being suppressed. 

When the crowd saw this, they were all numb because they had seen too many miracles from ye chen. 

"Damn it, retreat, retreat!" 

Lord Qiu's figure immediately transformed into a streak of light that shot off into the distance. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

Another two white pillars of light shot out. Lord Qiu turned around and threw two punches, but he was 

once again sent flying. 

"You want to escape?" 

Ye Chen's lips curled into a cold smile. 

Since these people had come to kill him, they would have to pay a painful price. 

Otherwise, how could there be such a good thing in the world? 

"Damn it, kid, I've already made a concession, don't go too far!" 

Lord Qiu roared. 

With his status, it was almost impossible for him to escape from the battlefield. However, ye chen still 

wanted to hunt him down. 

Was ye chen not going to give him any face at all? 

"You ... Who Do You Think You Are? do you think you're worthy of me giving you face?" 

Ye chen sneered. 

"You ..." 



Lord Qiu's body trembled with anger. With his status, who would not dare to give him face? 

Even a powerful real God like the Lord of the Holy Fire City would have to give him face. 

However, ye chen did not give him any face at all and even called him 'who the hell do you think you 

are'. 

In reality, ye chen really did not need to care about Lord Qiu's identity. No matter how powerful Lord 

Qiu's background was, it was not as powerful as ye chen 's. Behind ye chen was the great immortal of 

wondrous fate. 

As for master Qiu's own strength, ye chen had even less to fear. 

Even Lord Qiu was no match for ye Chen's bug tribe warriors. 

What more could Lord Qiu be arrogant about? 

"Damn brat, I'll tear you into pieces sooner or later!" 

Lord Qiu roared and transformed into a stream of light, speeding up and fleeing into the distance. 

He escaped just like that. 

With ye Chen's strength, he could not stop Lord Qiu for the time being. 

The bug soldiers could only launch attacks, but they couldn't stop the enemy. 

"Collect!" 

Ye chen waved his hand and kept the twenty bug tribe warriors. 

"As for you guys." 

Ye Chen's eyes swept across the room and landed on Song Yan and the other young men. 

The faces of Song Yan and the others instantly changed. 

They had witnessed ye Chen's combat power with their own eyes. If ye chen attacked them, they would 

not be able to escape. 

"Run, run, run!" 

"Quickly run!" 

Song Yan roared as he turned into a beam of light and fled. 

The other young men did not dare to be slow either. They all turned into streams of light and fled the 

place. 

Of course, ye chen did not stop them. He was waiting for the big fish. 

When these people made a comeback. 

 


